
Quarter 3 Spiral Math Review sheets include 10 weeks of 
differentiated worksheets that can be used for independent 
practice, morning work, or homework.  The bundle is sold separately 
and includes all 40 weeks for the entire year.

2 WEEKS FOR

FREE
AT THE END OF THIS FILE



Here is the pacing guide for the entire bundle.  You will notice that 
the highlighted section of the pacing guide are the pages, skills, and 
standards that are included in this set.

2 weeks of 2nd grade 
review at the beginning of 

the year

4 weeks of mixed review 
at the end of the year



=BELOW GRADE LEVEL

=AT GRADE LEVEL

=ABOVE GRADE LEVEL

Each week is provided with 3 levels of differentiation.  This is 
indicated by a symbol on the top right corner.  The number inside of 
the symbol represents the week. 



SPIRAL 
MATH

REVIEW

MORNING
WORK

HOMEWORK

REVIEW
PRACTICE

MATH
CENTER
WORK



WHY SPIRAL?
This resource is designed to spiral through the math concepts 
that are taught throughout the year.  Research shows that a 
constant and consistent spiral review and practice of skills help 
students retain the mastery of the skill.  

QUICK & EFFECTIVE
Spiral math sheets are set up as a 5 day review that can be 
used in the classroom for morning work or at home as 
homework.  Each day has 5 problems of concepts that the 
students have already learned.  Whether at home or at school, 
each day of problems should take anywhere from 5-10 minutes.

ALIGNED TO THE STANDARDS
Each week a new standard is featured on the far right column 
of the worksheet.  The skills continue to spiral so that students 
consistently practice and master the skills.

DIFFERENTIATED
There are 3 levels of differentiation provided for each week.  
The skills in each box on each level are the same but with 
different levels of complexity.  The top right corner of every 
sheet has a symbol to indicate the level and week.



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
 1

DA
Y
 2

DA
Y
 3

DA
Y
 4

DA
Y
 5

Make each statement true.

21 ÷ 7= ___
is the same as 
___ x 7= 21 

Make each statement true.

16 ÷ 4= ___
is the same as 
___ x 4= 16

Ann baked 6 trays of cookies.  
There were 6 cookies on each 
tray.  She was giving the cookies 
away on plates of 3.  How many 
plates did she have to give away?

How many students ate chicken?

How many less students had 
hotdogs than pizza?

Complete the graph to the right 
using the information below and 
answer the question.

15	cows								8	chickens	
18	pigs										2	goats

How many pigs and goats are on 
Hackberry Farm?

Use the repeated subtraction 
strategy to solve the division 
equation. Show your work.

12÷3=
___-___=___
___-___=___
___-___=___

Fill in the missing portion.

10 ÷ __= 5
8 x __= 16

___÷___=___
___x___=___
___x___=___

Use Fact Family strategy to solve 
the multiplication equation.

42÷6=

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

Draw an array that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

Draw an ARRAY that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

2x6=

4x5=

Relate the addition sentence to 
the multiplication sentence.

2+2+2=  __x__=__
6+6=   __x__=__

9+9+9+9= __x__=__

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

Complete by using subtraction
- 400

IN OUT

586
864
973

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that equal 1 
whole.

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that are 
equivalent.

Fill in the missing numbers to 
make equivalent fractions.

2
6 =

1

Divide the shape in half 
and label each section.

Show 5:49 on the clock 
below.

Show 7:34 o’clock on the 
clock below.

Circle the best estimate for 
the height of the object in 
real life.

a.)  30 yards

b.)  300 yards

c.)  3 yards

Determine the area of the figure
2 cm

6 cm

4 
cm

2 cm

Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes                           No

________ square cm

39

415 
896
846

673
528
248



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
 1

DA
Y
 2

DA
Y
 3

DA
Y
 4

DA
Y
 5

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

The rectangle is 10 ft long and has a 
perimeter of 30 feet.  

What is the length of the missing 
side?_____ feet

What is the area of the rectangle?
_____________ square feet

10 ft

________ area        _______ perimeter       

The cake has 3 grams of sugar.  The 
amount of fat is 2 times the sugar.  
How many grams of fat are in the 
cake?

Estimate the mass of the object and 
circle the best choice.

3 liters      55 liters 
A

How many inches is the 
cookie?

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

A	dining	room	is	a	rectangle.	The	
perimeter	of	the	dining	room	is	50	
feet.	One	side	of	the	dining	room	is	5	
feet.	What	are	the	lengths	of	the	other	
three	sides	of	the	rectangle?	

5 feet
A=_______________  P=______________

Find the perimeter of the shaded 
shape.

_______ perimeter       

Dad is building a rectangle wall for 
the doghouse that is 7 blocks wide 
and 3 blocks long.  How many blocks 
does Dad need for doghouse wall?

Determine the area of the figure

2 ft
2 ft

2 ft
________ feet squared

Write the area of the shaded 
area.

Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes                           No

Each square equals 1 foot. What is 
the area of the shaded shape?

________ square _________

Length of a baseball
field:

350 ft. or 350 in.

(circle the best choice)

4 
ft

Make each statement true.

25 ÷ 5= ___
is the same as 
___ x 5= 25 

What multiplication sentence 
does the array show?

Fill in the missing portion.

Fill in the missing portion.

18 ÷ __=3
5 x __= 25 

__ x 6=12 

6 ÷ __= 6
7 x 1 1 = __
30 ÷6= __

Solve quickly.

There were 33 hair bow in the 
drawer.  They were 11 different 
colors.  How many bows of each 
color are there?

Fill in the missing portion.

__ x 6=48 

60 ÷ __=12

Apply Identity Properties

8 x 1 =__
Solve quickly.

0 x 10 = __
10 ÷5 = __ __ x 6= 6

The time is 4:30, what time 
was it 2 hours ago?

The time is 4:35, what time 
was it 3 hours ago?

___x___=___

40

A=__________square units



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
 1

DA
Y
 2

DA
Y
 3

DA
Y
 4

DA
Y
 5

39

Make each statement true.

21 ÷ 7= ___
is the same as 
___ x 7= 21 

Make each statement true.

81 ÷ 9= ___
is the same as 
___ x 9= 81

Ann baked 6 trays of cookies.  
There were 12 cookies on each 
tray.  She was giving the cookies 
away on plates of 3.  How many 
plates did she have to give away?

How many students ate lunch in 
all?

How many less students had 
hotdogs and sandwiches than 
chicken and pizza?

Complete the graph to the right 
using the information below and 
answer the question.

15	cows								8	chickens	
18	pigs										2	goats

How many farm animals are on 
Hackberry Farm?

Use the repeated subtraction 
strategy to solve the division 
equation. Show your work.

12÷3=
___-___=___
___-___=___
___-___=___

Fill in the missing portion.

99 ÷ __= 1 1
8 x __= 16

___÷___=___
___x___=___
___x___=___

Use Fact Family strategy to solve 
the multiplication equation.

42÷6=

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

673 
528 
248  

Draw an array that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

Draw an ARRAY that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

2x6=

4x5=

Relate the addition sentence to 
the multiplication sentence.

2+2+2=  __x__=__
6+6=   __x__=__

9+9+9+9= __x__=__

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

415  
896 
846 

Complete by using subtraction
- 451

IN OUT

586
824
973

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that equal 1 
whole.

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that are 
equivalent.

Fill in the missing numbers to 
make equivalent fractions.

2
6

= 1

Divide the shape in half 
and label each section.

Show 5:49 on the clock 
below.

Show 7:34 on the clock 
below.

Circle the best estimate for 
the height of the object in 
real life.

a.)  30 yards

b.)  300 yards

c.)  3 yards

Determine the area of the figure
3 cm

6 cm

9 cm

4 
cm

2 
cm

2 cm

Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes                           No

________ square area

=

=



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
 1

DA
Y
 2

DA
Y
 3

DA
Y
 4

DA
Y
 5

40

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

The rectangle is 20 ft long and has a 
perimeter of 68 feet.  

What is the length of the missing 
side?_____ feet

What is the area of the rectangle?
_____________ square feet

20 ft

________ area        _______ perimeter       

The cake has 24 grams of sugar.  The 
amount of fat is 2 times the sugar.  
How many grams of fat are in the 
cake?

Estimate the mass of the object and 
circle the best choice.

3 liters      55 liters 
A

How many inches is the 
cookie?

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

A	dining	room	is	a	rectangle.	The	
perimeter	of	the	dining	room	is	80	
feet.	One	side	of	the	dining	room	is	15	
feet.	What	are	the	lengths	of	the	other	
three	sides	of	the	rectangle?	

15 feet
A=______________  P=_______________

Find the perimeter of the shaded 
shape.

Dad is building a rectangle wall for 
the doghouse that is 7 blocks wide 
and 20 blocks long.  How many 
blocks does Dad need for doghouse 
wall?

Determine the area of the figure

4 ft
4 ft

4 
ft

4 ft

8 ft

________ feet squared

Write the area of the shaded 
area.

A=_______square units

Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes                           No

Each square equals 1 foot. What is 
the area of the shaded shape?

________ square _________

Length of a baseball
field:

350 ft. or 350 in.

(circle the best choice)

8 
ft

Make each statement true.

25 ÷ 5= ___
is the same as 
___ x 5= 25 

What multiplication sentence 
does the array show?

Fill in the missing portion.

Fill in the missing portion.

72 ÷ __=12
5 x __= 50 

__ x 6=12 

6 ÷ __= 6
7 x 1 1 = __
30 ÷6= __

Solve quickly.

There were 88 hair bow in the 
drawer.  They were 11 different 
colors.  How many bows of each 
color are there?

Fill in the missing portion.

__ x 6=48 

60 ÷ __=12

Apply Identity Properties

8 x 1 =__
Solve quickly.

8 x 10 = __
30 ÷5 = __ __ x 6= 6

The time is 4:36, what time 
was it 2 hours and 27 
minutes ago?

The time is 4:35, what time 
was it 3 hours and 12 
minutes ago?

___x___=___

Perimeter = _______ units



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
 1

DA
Y
 2

DA
Y
 3

DA
Y
 4

DA
Y
 5

Make each statement true.

21 ÷ 7= ___
is the same as 
___ x 7= 21 

Make each statement true.

81 ÷ 9= ___
is the same as 
___ x 9= 81

Ann baked 16 trays of cookies.  
There were 12 cookies on each 
tray.  She was giving the cookies 
away on plates of 6.  How many 
plates did she have to give away?

How many students ate lunch in 
all?

How many less students had 
hotdogs and sandwiches than 
chicken and pizza?

Complete the graph to the right 
using the information below and 
answer the question.

15	cows								8	chickens	
18	pigs										2	goats

How many farm animals are on 
Hackberry Farm?

Use the repeated subtraction 
strategy to solve the division 
equation. Show your work.

12÷3=
___-___=___
___-___=___
___-___=___

Fill in the missing portion.

99 ÷ __= 1 1
8 x __= 16

___÷___=___
___x___=___
___x___=___

Use Fact Family strategy to solve 
the multiplication equation.

42÷6=

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

4673

2528

3248 

Draw an array that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

Draw an ARRAY that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

2x6=

4x5=

Relate the addition sentence to 
the multiplication sentence.

2+2+2=  __x__=__
6+6=   __x__=__

9+9+9+9= __x__=__

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

4415  

896  

2846
Complete by using subtraction

- 451
IN OUT

586
1824
973

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that equal 1 
whole.

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that are 
equivalent.

Fill in the missing numbers to 
make equivalent fractions.

2
6

= 1

Show 5:49 on the clock 
below.

Show 7:34 on the clock 
below.

Circle the best estimate for 
the height of the object in 
real life.

a.)  30 yards

b.)  300 yards

c.)  3 yards

Determine the area of the figure
3 cm

6 cm

9 cm

4 
cm

2 
cm

2 cm

39

Draw an example, divide it 
and label each section to 
represent  2 3/4.

Draw and label a shape to have an 
area that equals 32 square feet.

Area=____________________



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
 1

DA
Y
 2

DA
Y
 3

DA
Y
 4

DA
Y
 5

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

The rectangle is 20 ft long and has a 
perimeter of 68 feet.  

What is the length of the missing 
side?_____ feet

What is the area of the rectangle?
_____________ square feet

20 ft

The cake has 24 grams of sugar.  The 
amount of fat is 3 times the sugar.  
How many grams of fat are in the 
cake?

Estimate the mass of the object and 
circle the best choice.

3 liters      55 liters 
A

How many inches is the 
cookie?

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

A dining room is a rectangle. The 
perimeter of the dining room is 80 feet. 
One side of the dining room is 15 feet. 
What are the lengths of the other three 
sides of the rectangle? 

15 feet

Find the perimeter of the shaded 
shape.

Dad is building a rectangle wall for 
the doghouse that is 17 blocks wide 
and 20 blocks long.  How many 
blocks does Dad need for doghouse 
wall?

Determine the area of the figure

4 ft
4 ft

4 
ft

4 ft

8 ft

Area=_______________________

Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes  No

Each square equals 1 foot. What is 
the area of the shaded shape?

________ square _________

Length of a baseball
field:

350 ft. or 350 in.

(circle the best choice)

8 
ft

Make each statement true.

55 ÷ 5= ___
is the same as 
___ x 5= 55 

What multiplication sentence 
does the array show?

Fill in the missing portion.

Fill in the missing portion.

72 ÷ __=12
5 x __= 50 

__ x 6=54 

60 ÷ __= 6
7 x 1 1 = __
120 ÷12= __

Solve quickly.

There were 144 hair bow in the 
drawer.  They were 12 different 
colors.  How many bows of each 
color are there?

Fill in the missing portion.

__ x 8=88 

72 ÷ __=9

Apply Identity Properties

8 x 1 =__
Solve quickly.

80 x 10 = __
30 ÷5 = __ __ x 6= 6

The time is 4:36, what time 
was it 2 hours and 27 
minutes ago?

The time is 4:35, what time 
was it 3 hours and 12 
minutes ago?

___x___=___

40

Draw and label a shape to have a 
perimeter that equals 24.

A=____________  P=_______________

Perimeter=_______________________

A=_____________  P=_______________



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
 1

DA
Y
 2

DA
Y
 3

DA
Y
 4

DA
Y
 5

Make each statement true.

21 ÷ 7= ___
is the same as 
___ x 7= 21 

Make each statement true.

Ann baked 6 trays of cookies.  
There were 6 cookies on each 
tray.  She was giving the cookies 
away on plates of 3.  How many 
plates did she have to give away?

How many students ate chicken?

How many less students had 
hotdogs than pizza?

Complete the graph to the right 
using the information below and 
answer the question.

15	cows								8	chickens	
18	pigs										2	goats

How many pigs and goats are on 
Hackberry Farm?

Use the repeated subtraction 
strategy to solve the division 
equation. Show your work.

12÷3=
___-___=___
___-___=___
___-___=___

Fill in the missing portion.

10 ÷ __= 5
8 x __= 16

___÷___=___
___x___=___
___x___=___

Use Fact Family strategy to solve 
the multiplication equation.

42÷6=

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

Draw an array that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

Draw an ARRAY that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

2x6=

4x5=

Relate the addition sentence to 
the multiplication sentence.

2+2+2=  __x__=__
6+6=   __x__=__

9+9+9+9= __x__=__

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

Complete by using subtraction
- 400

IN OUT

586
864
973

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that equal 1 
whole.

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that are 
equivalent.

Fill in the missing numbers to 
make equivalent fractions.

2
6 =

1

Divide the shape in half 
and label each section.

Show 5:49 on the clock 
below.

Show 7:34 on the clock 
below.

Circle the best estimate for 
the height of the object in 
real life.

a.)  30 yards

b.)  300 yards

c.)  3 yards

Determine the area of the figure
2 cm

6 cm

4 
cm

2 cm

Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes                           No

________ square cm

39KEY

3

½

20

486

20

3 2 6

12

464

2  6 12   
4   9  36

573

½

Answers will vary

Answers will vary

18+2=20

3

2

6      7   42

42   7     6

3

6x6=367     6    42

2

4

4

5-2=3

8

36÷3=12

12   4    8
8   4    4
4   4    0

4673
528
248

500

700

250
530

200

670

415 
896
846

420
900

800850
900
400

16 ÷ 4= ___
is the same as 
___ x 4= 16



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
 1

DA
Y
 2

DA
Y
 3

DA
Y
 4

DA
Y
 5

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

The rectangle is 10 ft long and has a 
perimeter of 30 feet.  

What is the length of the missing 
side?_____ feet

What is the area of the rectangle?
_____________ square feet

10 ft

________ area        _______ perimeter       

The cake has 3 grams of sugar.  The 
amount of fat is 2 times the sugar.  
How many grams of fat are in the 
cake?

Estimate the mass of the object and 
circle the best choice.

3 liters      55 liters 
A

How many inches is the 
cookie?

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

A	dining	room	is	a	rectangle.	The	
perimeter	of	the	dining	room	is	50	
feet.	One	side	of	the	dining	room	is	5	
feet.	What	are	the	lengths	of	the	other	
three	sides	of	the	rectangle?	

5 feet

Find the perimeter of the shaded 
shape.

_______ perimeter       

Dad is building a rectangle wall for 
the doghouse that is 7 blocks wide 
and 3 blocks long.  How many blocks 
does Dad need for doghouse wall?

Determine the area of the figure

2 ft
2 ft

2 ft
________ feet squared

Write the area of the shaded 
area.

A=__________square units

Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes                           No

Each square equals 1 foot. What is 
the area of the shaded shape?

________ square _________

Length of a baseball
field:

350 ft. or 350 in.

(circle the best choice)

4 
ft

Make each statement true.

25 ÷ 5= ___
is the same as 
___ x 5= 25 

What multiplication sentence 
does the array show?

Fill in the missing portion.

Fill in the missing portion.

18 ÷ __=3
5 x __= 25 

__ x 6=12 

6 ÷ __= 6
7 x 1 1 = __
30 ÷6= __

Solve quickly.

There were 33 hair bow in the 
drawer.  They were 11 different 
colors.  How many bows of each 
color are there?

Fill in the missing portion.

__ x 6=48 

60 ÷ __=12

Apply Identity Properties

8 x 1 =__
Solve quickly.

0 x 10 = __
10 ÷5 = __ __ x 6= 6

The time is 4:30, what time 
was it 2 hours ago?

The time is 4:35, what time 
was it 3 hours ago?

___x___=___

40KEY

5   5    25
7x3=21

20

16

0

8

5

12

2

2

1

18

5

50

20

3x2=6

5

5
6

2 inches

5

5

6 square inches

1

feet

12 inches

77

5

8

8

15

11

33÷11=3

A=_______________  P=______________



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
 1

DA
Y
 2

DA
Y
 3

DA
Y
 4

DA
Y
 5

39

Make each statement true.

21 ÷ 7= ___
is the same as 
___ x 7= 21 

Make each statement true.

81 ÷ 9= ___
is the same as 
___ x 9= 81

Ann baked 6 trays of cookies.  
There were 12 cookies on each 
tray.  She was giving the cookies 
away on plates of 3.  How many 
plates did she have to give away?

How many students ate lunch in 
all?

How many less students had 
hotdogs and sandwiches than 
chicken and pizza?

Complete the graph to the right 
using the information below and 
answer the question.

15	cows								8	chickens	
18	pigs										2	goats

How many farm animals are on 
Hackberry Farm?

Use the repeated subtraction 
strategy to solve the division 
equation. Show your work.

12÷3=
___-___=___
___-___=___
___-___=___

Fill in the missing portion.

99 ÷ __= 1 1
8 x __= 16

___÷___=___
___x___=___
___x___=___

Use Fact Family strategy to solve 
the multiplication equation.

42÷6=

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

673
528 
248 

Draw an array that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

Draw an ARRAY that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

2x6=

4x5=

Relate the addition sentence to 
the multiplication sentence.

2+2+2=  __x__=__
6+6=   __x__=__

9+9+9+9= __x__=__

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

415  
896
846 

Complete by using subtraction
- 451

IN OUT

586
824
973

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that equal 1 
whole.

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that are 
equivalent.

Fill in the missing numbers to 
make equivalent fractions.

2
6

= 1

Divide the shape in half 
and label each section.

Show 5:49 on the clock 
below.

Show 7:34 on the clock 
below.

Circle the best estimate for 
the height of the object in 
real life.

a.)  30 yards

b.)  300 yards

c.)  3 yards

Determine the area of the figure
3 cm

6 cm

9 cm

4 
cm

2 
cm

2 cm

Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes                           No

________ square area

KEY

15+18+8+2=43

3

2

6      7   42

42   7     6

3

3

6x12=72

500

420

700

250

½

20

7     6    42

135

24

530

9

3 2 6

9

200

900
800

9

13-6=7

670

12

373

2  6 12   
8504   9  36

522

900

19

400

72÷3=24

½

12   4    8
8   4    4
4   4    0

4

Answers will vary

Answers will vary

=

=



SPIRAL MATH REVIEW
Name

DA
Y
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DA
Y
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DA
Y
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DA
Y
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DA
Y
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40

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

The rectangle is 20 ft long and has a 
perimeter of 68 feet.  

What is the length of the missing 
side?_____ feet

What is the area of the rectangle?
_____________ square feet

20 ft

________ area        _______ perimeter       

The cake has 24 grams of sugar.  The 
amount of fat is 2 times the sugar.  
How many grams of fat are in the 
cake?

Estimate the mass of the object and 
circle the best choice.

3 liters      55 liters 
A

How many inches is the 
cookie?

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

A	dining	room	is	a	rectangle.	The	
perimeter	of	the	dining	room	is	80	
feet.	One	side	of	the	dining	room	is	15	
feet.	What	are	the	lengths	of	the	other	
three	sides	of	the	rectangle?	

15 feet

Find the perimeter of the shaded 
shape.

Perimeter = _______ units

Dad is building a rectangle wall for 
the doghouse that is 7 blocks wide 
and 20 blocks long.  How many 
blocks does Dad need for doghouse 
wall?

Determine the area of the figure

4 ft
4 ft

4 
ft

4 ft

8 ft

________ feet squared

Write the area of the shaded 
area.

Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes                           No

Each square equals 1 foot. What is 
the area of the shaded shape?

________ square _________

Length of a baseball
field:

350 ft. or 350 in.

(circle the best choice)

8 
ft

Make each statement true.

25 ÷ 5= ___
is the same as 
___ x 5= 25 

What multiplication sentence 
does the array show?

Fill in the missing portion.

Fill in the missing portion.

72 ÷ __=12
5 x __= 50 

__ x 6=12 

6 ÷ __= 6
7 x 1 1 = __
30 ÷6= __

Solve quickly.

There were 88 hair bow in the 
drawer.  They were 11 different 
colors.  How many bows of each 
color are there?

Fill in the missing portion.

__ x 6=48 

60 ÷ __=12

Apply Identity Properties

8 x 1 =__
Solve quickly.

8 x 10 = __
30 ÷5 = __ __ x 6= 6

The time is 4:36, what time 
was it 2 hours and 27 
minutes ago?

The time is 4:35, what time 
was it 3 hours and 12 
minutes ago?

KEY

5

6 sq. in.

1

feet

5   5    25

7x20=140

25

16

12 in.

77

80

5

8

8

8

15

16

5

22

48

2

6

1

18

10

280

25

24x2=48

5

14
6

2 in.

88÷11=8
__x___=___

A=_______square units

A=______________  P=_______________
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Make each statement true.

21 ÷ 7= ___
is the same as 
___ x 7= 21 

Make each statement true.

81 ÷ 9= ___
is the same as 
___ x 9= 81

Ann baked 16 trays of cookies.  
There were 12 cookies on each 
tray.  She was giving the cookies 
away on plates of 6.  How many 
plates did she have to give away?

How many students ate lunch in 
all?

How many less students had 
hotdogs and sandwiches than 
chicken and pizza?

Complete the graph to the right 
using the information below and 
answer the question.

15	cows								8	chickens	
18	pigs										2	goats

How many farm animals are on 
Hackberry Farm?

Use the repeated subtraction 
strategy to solve the division 
equation. Show your work.

12÷3=
___-___=___
___-___=___
___-___=___

Fill in the missing portion.

99 ÷ __= 1 1
8 x __= 16

___÷___=___
___x___=___
___x___=___

Use Fact Family strategy to solve 
the multiplication equation.

42÷6=

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

4673

2528

3248 

Draw an array that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

Draw an ARRAY that represents 
the multiplication sentence.

2x6=

4x5=

Relate the addition sentence to 
the multiplication sentence.

2+2+2=  __x__=__
6+6=   __x__=__

9+9+9+9= __x__=__

Round to the nearest 10 and 100.

4415  

896 

2846 
Complete by using subtraction

- 451
IN OUT

586
1824
973

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that equal 1 
whole.

Write 2 examples of 
fractions that are 
equivalent.

Fill in the missing numbers to 
make equivalent fractions.

2
6

= 1

Show 5:49 on the clock 
below.

Show 7:34 on the clock 
below.

Circle the best estimate for 
the height of the object in 
real life.

a.)  30 yards

b.)  300 yards

c.)  3 yards

Determine the area of the figure
3 cm

6 cm

9 cm

4 
cm

2 
cm

2 cm

Area=____________________

39

Draw an example, divide it 
and label each section to 
represent  2 3/4.

KEY

3

2500

4420

4700

3250

20

135

24 sq. cm.

2530

3 2 6

3200

900

2800

4670

12

1373

2  6 12   
28504   9  36

522

900

4400

Answers will vary

Answers will vary

Answers will vary.  Some examples 
may look like:

15+18+8+2=43
3

2

6      7   42

42   7     6

3

16x12=192
7     6    42

9

9

9

13-6=7

19

192÷6=32

12   4    8
8   4    4
4   4    0

Draw and label a shape to have an 
area that equals 32 square feet.

Answers will vary
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Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

The rectangle is 20 ft long and has a 
perimeter of 68 feet.  

What is the length of the missing 
side?_____ feet

What is the area of the rectangle?
_____________ square feet

20 ft

A=____________  P=_______________

The cake has 24 grams of sugar.  The 
amount of fat is 3 times the sugar.  
How many grams of fat are in the 
cake?

Estimate the mass of the object and 
circle the best choice.

3 liters      55 liters 
A

How many inches is the 
cookie?

Find the area and perimeter of the 
shape. Each square equals 1 inch.

A dining room is a rectangle. The 
perimeter of the dining room is 80 feet. 
One side of the dining room is 15 feet. 
What are the lengths of the other three 
sides of the rectangle? 

15 feet
A=_____________  P=_______________

Find the perimeter of the shaded 
shape.

Perimeter=_______________________

Dad is building a rectangle wall for 
the doghouse that is 17 blocks wide 
and 20 blocks long.  How many 
blocks does Dad need for doghouse 
wall?

Determine the area of the figure

4 ft
4 ft

4 
ft

4 ft

8 ft
Can you measure the area correctly 
in the shape below?.

Yes                           No

Each square equals 1 foot. What is 
the area of the shaded shape?

Area=_____________________

Length of a baseball
field:

350 ft. or 350 in.

(circle the best choice)

8 
ft

Make each statement true.

55 ÷ 5= ___
is the same as 
___ x 5= 55 

What multiplication sentence 
does the array show?

Fill in the missing portion.

Fill in the missing portion.

72 ÷ __=12
5 x __= 50 

__ x 6=54 

60 ÷ __= 6
7 x 1 1 = __

Solve quickly.

There were 144 hair bow in the 
drawer.  They were 12 different 
colors.  How many bows of each 
color are there?

Fill in the missing portion.

__ x 8=88 

72 ÷ __=9

Apply Identity Properties

8 x 1 =__
Solve quickly.

80 x 10 = __

30 ÷5 = __ __ x 6= 6

The time is 4:36, what time 
was it 2 hours and 27 
minutes ago?

The time is 4:35, what time 
was it 3 hours and 12 
minutes ago?

___x___=___

40
KEY

5   5    25

800

8 sq. in.

1 1

9

6

1

18 in.

10

280

24x2=28

14
6

2 in. 1 1

10

6 sq. in.

1

17x20=340

25

16 units

12 in.

77

8

11

8

15

11 sq. ft.

48 sq. ft.

25

144÷12=12

Draw and label a shape to have a 
perimeter that equals 24.

Answers will vary

Area=_______________________
120 ÷12= __



Are you having printing issues?  This can sometimes happen with image 
heavy files like this one. There is an easy fix for this issue, though. First, 
make sure you have the most current version of Adobe Reader. You 
can find it here: 
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/detail.jsp?ftpID=5138

Make sure you download the file and save it to your computer before 
opening it.
You also may be opening with an old version of Adobe Reader or if you 
are on a Mac, you may be opening the file in “Preview”. That is often 
the default setting so be sure to check that. With a Mac, try opening 
Adobe Reader first (rather than just double clicking on the file), then 
“open with” the file in Adobe Reader.

If that doesn't work, try this advice from TpT Tech Support:
1) Open the PDF file with Adobe Reader
2) Click 'print'
3) Click on 'advanced'
4) Check the 'print as image' box, and this should cover all potential 
issues

This has worked for me every time I run into an issue, but if you are still 
having trouble TPT Support will help you further. They are wonderful and 
quick, and will be able to guide you through solving any issues you are 
still having that are beyond my tech level. You can submit a ticket by 
scrolling to the bottom of the homepage and clicking on 'Contact Us’

I hope your class enjoys the unit and thank you again for visiting my 
store!




